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CITY RESEARCH & ENTERPRISE COMMITTEE 

MEETING NO. 175 HELD ON 09th October 2019 

AT 13.00 – 15.00 IN RHIND BUILDING, ROOM D427 

UNCONFIRMED MINUTES 

Attendance List 

Name 

Meeting 

173 

18/02 

2019 

Meeting 

174 

22/05 

2019 

Meeting 

175 

09/10 

2019 

Meeting 

176 

12/02 

2019 

Meeting 

177 

24/06 

2019 

Professor Andrew Jones (Chair) AJ   

Dr Tawhida Ahmed TA A N/A N/A 

Dr Miguel Mera MM   

Professor Nicola Botting NB A  A 

Louise Doolan LD   

Professor Peter Ayton PA   S 

Dr Lorna Ryan LR N/M N/M R 

Professor Elaine Fahey EF A A 

Professor Ken Grattan KG   

Professor Chris Hull CH A A 

Professor Bobby Banerjee BB  A R 

Professor Panicos Kyriacou PK   A 

Professor Stephen Cottrell SK N/M N/M 

Professor David Collins DC N/M N/M 

Dr Richard Goodey RG N/M A 

Item 24.2.2
Senate 11.12.19
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Professor Charles Baden-Fuller CBF S S    

Mr Mark Hertlein MH N/A N/A    

Dr Laudan Nooshin LN A A A   

Dr Simone Stumpf  SS S S    

Mr John Deer JD N/M N/M    

Dr Sally Barlow SB A  A   

Dr Nicholas Behn NB   A   

Dr Kathleen Mulligan SW A  A   

Professor Caroline Wiertz CW A R R   

 

 

Attendance key: 

         Present 

A          Apologies received 

R          Representative in attendance 

N/M      Period when not a member 

N/A       No apologies received 

S          Sabbatical  

 

In attendance: Dr Claudia Kalay, Head of Research Support Services (CK); Paul Marshall 
(PM), Interim Director of Strategic Planning & Performance (SP&PU); Christine Giroux 
(CHG), Senior Programmes Manager (SP&PU); Alex Elkins (AE), Head of Entrepreneurship, 
represented CW to report about Student Entrepreneurship; and  
Joanna Short (JS), Research & Enterprise Office Administrator (Secretary). 

 

1. Welcome and Apologies  
AJ welcomed members to Meeting no 175 of the Research and Enterprise Committee.   
 

Apologies received from Committee members were noted. 
 
Professor of Finance Meziane Lasfer (ML) attended on behalf of Professor Bobby Banerjee 
(BB) Associate Dean for R&E Cass Business School. 
Dr Nicolas Drey (ND) attened on behalf of Dr Lorna Ryan (LR) Acting Chair of Senate 

Research Ethics Committee. 
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John Montgomery (JM), Head of Strategy and Compliance and Ian Gibbs (IG), Head of 
Academic Enterprise (Research & Enterprise) sent their apologies. Their verbal updates 
noted on the agenda were delivered by Jon Deer. 
 
 
2. Minutes 
The minutes of Meeting No.174 held on 22nd May 2019 were approved.  

           

3. Matters Arising 
The table of actions from the last meeting was noted (Paper 2).      
 
Item 8.0: This matter will be moved to the next meeting as action to be completed. 
CK explained that historically the promotions policy did not explicitly support a route from 
researcher to senior researcher. The absence of generic role profiles did not help the 
process.  
 
Action 1: AJ and JD to follow up on the promotions policy and role profiles with Mary 
Luckiram HR. 
 
Item 9.0: This matter will be moved to the next meeting as an action to be completed. 
 
Action 2: JD will investigate with Dr Lorna Ryan (LR) Acting Chair of Senate Research 
Ethics Committee and Anna Ramberg (AR) Research Ethics & Integrity Manager on 
how the recruitment of staff and students for participants in research projects can be 
improved. 
 
Item 10.0: This action was completed. The latest version of REF2021 Code of Practice had 
been circulated to committee members and it is now also available on staff webpages. AJ 
also reported that Research England had accepted it with no corrections. 
 
Item 11.0: This matter was completed. ADREs have cascaded the newest version of the 
Research Funding Applications & Awards report to their School ExCo.  
 

There were no other matters arising. 

 

4. Conflicts of Interest 

No conflicts of interest were declared.  

 

 

5. Student Enterprise 
Item 11 on the agenda was brought forward.  
 
AJ reported that City Spark has been nominated in the THES annual awards as 
entrepreneurial University of the year. AJ wished successful outcome in this year’s 
competition. 
 
Student Enterprise submitted an application to Research England to the RED Fund call for 
University Enterprise Zones. AE has reported that unfortunately we were not successful in 
securing the grant. There is however a positive take on the experience in helping to learn 
about specific requirements when biding for grants in the  
 
Student Enterprise worked closely in co-operation with Islington Council on delivering   
affordable workspaces. The Government scheme in London requires developers to set aside 
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some spaces for commercial use that are affordable for the community. Student Enterprise 
and Islington Council are in the process of costing the project and preparing a business plan 
for the next 3 to 10 years.  The aim is to be able to use it to deliver a series of training 
sessions to local residents and supporting them in creating successful start -up business and 
to run short courses on related subjects. 
 
Student Enterprise has successfully established two new advisory boards and both boards 
comprise of considerably experienced entrepreneurs; the first providing expert advice and 
guidance to Launch Lab and the second to inpit into City’s entrepreneurship programme 
hosted by Student enterprise.  
 
AJ reported to the Committee members that City researchers have been nominated to two 
major awards: 

• The entrepreneur University of the year; 

• The supervisor of the year - Professor Tong Sun from School of Mathematics, 
Computer Science and Engineering has been shortlisted for this award. 

 

6. Terms of Reference 
The committee noted the amendments to the Terms of Reference for Research and 
Enterprise Committee. 
 
Composition; a number of new members have joined the Committee, Professor David 

Collins (Assistant Vice-President REF) and Professor Stephen Cottrell (Assistant Vice-

President Doctoral College). 

A short discussion was had around those who are full members and those, representing the 

academic community in Schools, who are in attendance.  It was agreed to seek amendment 

of the terms of reference for all to become members of the committee through the 

appropriate governance process.  

Action 3: AJ and respective colleagues in Research and Enterprise Directorate to 
present draft Terms of Reference to Academic Governance Committee. 
 

 

7. REF 2021 
The Committee noted the report on mock REF2021. (Paper 4) 

AJ further updated the committee on the progress of each element of the REF 2021 

submission.  

At this point in the REF cycle (Sept-Oct) City is focussed on three key aspects; identifying 

eligible staff, identifying and developing the Impact case studies and progressing the drafting 

of both institutional and UoA level environment statements.   

The current list of ICS have agreed ‘project plans’ for the development of each.  The plan will 

focus on the evidence required to support each ICS.  Also, whether the ICS author will 

require additional help with drafting a strong narrative.  This exercise will be coordinated by 

the REF Impact Manager and Impact Officers.  Resourcing for the development of each ICS 

will be secured by R&E. 

In this period the main task will be to organise an initial ‘writing workshop’ to brief the authors 
of UoA level environment statements and to complete the first draft if the institutional level 
environment statement.   
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The REF Operations Group has been reconvened and will meet in early October.  The 
Group is comprised of representatives of professional services who are the ‘owners’ of 
specific REF data.  The group will support REF Strategy Group, provide assurance of both 
data quality, and resolve issues of data conflict and inconsistency.   
 
Impact Officers were now in place, but extra resources are in provision as well. The REF 
Manager and an Assistant Vice-President for REF had been appointed. 
 
The REF Strategy Group has been bolstered with more members that have recent REF 

Panel experience, most notably Professor Silvia Walby.  

ADREs requested some clarification on submission of staff to REF 2021.  AJ confirmed that 
the academic staff members that have a significant responsibility, those on and education 
and research role profile, would be included is HESA return ahead of REF 2021. 
 
8. Research funding applications & income  
The Committee considered the internal review report prepared on a quarterly basis by CK 
(Paper 5).  
 
AJ reported that need to increase the number of  applications across all parts of the 
institution to mainstream programmes 9UKRI, EU, Charities). The overall picture was 
improving but work would be done to improve the success rate of applications.  This was 
needed to hit strategic targets.  
 
The report shows high levels of activity in SMCSE and SHS.  SHS was awarded a large 
programme grant through NIHR. The committee members congratulated the school.  SASS 
had a large number of smaller grant applications. AJ suggested that the school would be 
encouraged to seek funding in the form of medium and larger scale.  JD suggested more 
data analysis could help to show where more support is needed, focussing on improving 
application success rates and average sizes of awards.  The Committee also expressed the 
view that more reporting of the data at the School level would aid transparency.  CASS is an 
active participant in applications the success rate shows just how much competition there is 
in this field. 
 
AJ encouraged committee members to share this report between colleagues across the 
institution.  
 
 
9. Annual Research Quality Monitoring 
The Committee considered the internal review report (Paper 6). 
 
ARQM 2019 shows an increase in KPI 4 from 50% to 53% (proportion of academic staff at 
City with a grade point average (GPA) of 3 or more). Whilst this is a continued positive 
movement in relation to the target of 60% for KPI 4, the figure is a little below the milestone 
of 55% set out in Vision and Strategy 2026.  
 
With respect to REF2021 the picture is slightly different.  REF2021 requires that all 
academic staff with a significant responsibility for research are submitted.  While ARQM 
includes a wider pool of staff those returned to REF2021 will include only those with a 

‘significant responsibility for research’.  In this group there has been a significant increase in 

the absolute number of academic staff at City producing internationally excellent and world 
leading research. This should deliver a significant positive impact on overall REF 
performance. 
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EF drew the committees attention to the need to include female academic staff in ARQM 

review panels. The discussion arose around the significantly higher numbers of male 

academic’s staff to female academic staff on review panels. The gender inequality on the 

review panel needs to be addressed as its stands at the moment over 50% of the panels do 

not reach institutional threshold meaning wherever possible 

CK has raised the issue of what constitutes as a review panel, as it might differ in schools.  
AJ accepted this issue and proposed introducing a mandated step to address it, he will take 
this away as an action point. 
 
Action 4: AJ will raise gender inequality on review panels with AGC and ET Deans. 
 
 
10. Compliance matters 
The committee members received a verbal update on the following: 
 

• The KEF: Research England is due to publish a report on the KEF in the next 3 
months.  AJ reported that in our institutional cluster assessment of City’s 
performance that is relative to the average of our peers within the cluster has been 
predicted to be a strong one. 

 
• GDPR on research projects: CK reported on successful delivery of the training on 

GDPR practices and issues by Intellectual Property Lawyers. JD reported that 
regulators have been involved in monitoring different institutions on a basis of GDPR 
compliance.  MD representing Research Ethics Committee reported that GDPR in 
research poses massive concern to researchers and a challenge to Research and 
Ethics committee.  MD agreed with CK that the training delivered by lawyers was 
very useful and outlined the areas of concern for the future.  A small working group 
has been established within the Research Ethics Committee area where researchers 
have been asked to feedback their concerns trying to establish where the specific 
issues are confabulated. 

 

• AJ reported that new Data protection Officer, Information Technology is due to start 
in November.  

 
• Policies: AJ reported that the revised version of Intellectual Property policy was 

approved by Senate.  JD reported that Intellectual Property policy connects with 
Commercialisation Policy and also Spin-Out policy.  AJ also reported that the route to 
allowing creating Spin-Out has also been revised and approved and should alleviate 
a long approval stages in forming one. 
 

• LD updated committee that the Open Access policy, including all REF requirements 
would be updated in the near future and presented to this committee once available. 

 

• AJ reported progress on Research Governance and Integrity. The REIS Board needs 
to consider oversight of research integrity at City. The Research Integrity Concordat 
was published.  City’s priority sits mainly with regards to compliance in areas of 
training and awareness of research misconduct. Paper 7 provided a comprehensive 
update on all aspects of implementation. 

 

Action 5: AJ, JD and Research & Enterprise respective team members to propose a 
paper to AGC on the governance and oversight of research integrity at City.  
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11. Academic Enterprise  
 

JD reported that spend on HEIF 2019/20 was on target. Leveraged income was good, 
notably through KTP successes. The next year allocation is also on target. The focus is now 
on strategic expenditure of the budget in line with priorities for KEF. 
 
AJ reported that the University considered signing up to the Declaration on Research 
Assessment (DORA) to remain compliant with requirements by the Welcome Trust. A report 
would be brought forward in due course.  
 
Action 6: AJ to present a report at the next committee meeting.  

 

12. Doctoral College 

Professor Stephen Cottrell has been appointed as Assistant Vice-President of Doctoral  

College. 

 

AJ reported to the committee members that there is extensive work undertaken with regards 
to forming the new Doctoral College. The Terms of Reference paper for the Board of 
Studies is due to be submitted to AGC in November then submitted to Senate in 
December.  The extensive work has been undertaken to enable strategic development of 
the Doctoral College and business case for investment will be submitted to secure a 
professional service support. The prediction is that by January 2020 the new Doctoral 
College will be fully operational and  

      

ND reported to the committee that Senate Research Ethics committee is reviewing the 
Terms of Reference in order to asses if it is aligned with what has been happening in terms 
of GDP, series of recommendations to be brought to the next meeting. 

 

13. School Research Committees  

The Committee noted School minutes: 

• CASS – Professor of faculty of finance Meziane Lasfer (ML) reported that school is in 
the process of preparing for REF2021 and has a very good portfolio of 3-star papers. 

• SHS – nothing beyond the submitted minutes to be noted. 

• SASS - MM reported on Research Centres proposals where two new ones have 
been approved. AJ reported on the forward planning of the review of the Research 
Centres. 

• SMCSE - In terms of strategic planning AJ reported that in order to prepare for 
REF2021 submission, the review and policy concerning Research Centres is 
necessary, but also tailored to needs of each school.   

• LAW- nothing beyond the submitted minutes to be noted. 

• SEMS- no representation at the meeting. Apologies received. 

• Doctoral College former known as Graduate School is due to be fully operational 
from January 2020. 

 

14. Date of Next Meeting  
 

• 12th February 2020;15.00-17.00, Rhind building, D427, Fourth floor 
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• 24th June 2020; 15.00-17.00; Room TBA 

• 07th October 2020; 15.00-17.00; Room TBA 
 

 
 
Prof Andrew Jones  
Chair of Research and Enterprise Committee  
 
Secretary: Joanna Short  
Email: Joanna.Short.1@city.ac.uk 
City, University of London’s Publication Scheme, produced in accordance with the Freedom of Information Act 2000, states 
that the approved minutes of the meetings of Council and Senate are routinely published on the web. Their agendas are 
also published on the web, if possible, in advance of the meeting. The Council minutes can only be agreed at the next 
meeting of Council. 
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